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Quantism is a scientific blunder and an intellectual horror.

To believe in Quantism is to live inside a theoretical nightmare and to frat-
ernize with a philosophical obscenity.

Quantism , originally a provisional theory, has grown out of proportions like
an unwanted poisonous weed that now covers all the forest. A grand fire is
required to decontaminate the land and regain its soil.

Just because a mathematical formalism was elusive we have been drowned in
quantum paraphernalia including the Uncertainty Principle, Wave-Particle
Duality, probabilistic interpretations, spontaneous quantum jumps, break-
down of causality, negation of determinism, virtual particles, occult vari-
ables, local violation of conservation of energy, Complementarity Principle,
Quantum Gravity, and many other absurdities.

Quantism, recklessly denying causal laws, has created an entanglement of
creeds and doctrines resembling witchcraft, not scientific knowledge. Sorcery,
even touting equations, is superstition for dummies.

Chance and statistics, useful as they are to organize large sets of simple data
and to relieve ignorance, cannot be accepted as the ultimate explanation of
physical phenomena.

Let’s fight for knowledge free from the Uncertainty Principle and for under-
standing without the dishonor of causality denial. Quantism is the a great
deception concealing ignorance.

Quantism is a viscous swamp. The fight has to go on for a Physics free from
Quantum Mechanics, Quantum Electrodynamics, Quantum Field Theories,
Quantum Statistical Mechanics, and the like. We denounce all the Quantisms
as the cultural monstrosities they are.

Manure fertilizes the ground, being useful for that reason, but cannot be
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eaten as a delicacy. Similarly, eigenvalue and eigenfunction calculations are
useful, but this cannot be used to justify the long list of gimmicks derived
from Quantism.

Liquidation of Quantism is a act of goodness, a cultural necessity, a historical
imperative. But the present experts and authorities in Quantism, adorned
with their degrees, prizes and medals, holding bunches of their peer reviewed
and supposedly important research papers in both hands, cannot be expected
to commit scientific suicide. They need Quantism for their own survival.

Show me a Quantist and I will show you someone that worries more about
academic status than about the rule of reason. Defenders of Quantism are
painfully infected with an insidious disease.

The downfall of Quantism will be accomplished by the emerging generation,
the uncompromised, the seekers of truth.

Quantism hijacked the honor of the human spirit. Let’s go to the rescue.

Oteyeva, Caracas, on September 15, 2006.


